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There are two principal reason^ for this One
is that this so-called fossilised magnetism
may be able to tell us more about the past
history of the earth s magnetic field The other
is that after many years of heated dispute
between geologists rock magnetism promises to
oettle once and for all the controversy as to
•whether or not the continents have changed
their relative positions in past tinier iconti
nental drift theory (<n )) This branch of geo
physical re,>earch in addition to its academic
interest may well have important economic
consequences It might for instance become
possible to locate mineral deposits once accumu
lated under special conditions at ce-tiin lati
hides but now drifted to odier places ^ilt and
similar deposits formed by the continuous
evaporation of solutions in hot countr es are one
example oil may well be another There ha-,
been a steady change in rock magnetisation
direction with geological time It is now known
with some accuracy thi* the most recent
reversal took place 700 000 years ago It has
been found that the older the rock the farthe-
removed is its tosqil magnetisation from the
present field S«« FS9(3)
Rococo an architectur tl style which w s in effect
the final stage of Baroque (? v) The name
first, camp into use ibout 1830 to describe the
period 1720-70 and mean^ shell shaped
(French Pocatlle) since the shell was a favourite
motif in Rococo ornamentation About the
beginning of the early 18th cent the heavy
oldei tvpe of Baroque began to shov even less
restraint than had characterised it in the past
it became still les utilitarian, and showed a
kind of pl-yful lighthearted vitalitv which mam
fested 3 self In a wealth of ornamental invention
Biroque was flambojant and robust Bococo
frivolous In architecture Eococo is naturally
found in those areas where the Baroque had
flourished, if Munich Prague Vienna and
Dresden In paintinpr the best expressions of
Eococo Te to be seen in the works of the
French painters Watteau (d 1721) Boucher
(d 1770) a favourite of Mine de Pompadour
and famous as a decorator of boudoirs and
Frajconard (d. 1806) (As m the case of
Baroque it was typical of Eococo that the
sculpture painting and the decorative arts of a
building all expressed the same spirit)
Roe popular name given to organs m fish which
produce eggs and sperms Hard roe is that
of the female and consists of eggs that of the
male is the soft roe or milt
Roebuck a deer that was formerly common in the
forests and parks of Britain, but is now only
found at large in the northern parts of Scotland
Boiler a tropical Old World bird of the Ooracndae
family related to the hoopoe kingfisher and
bee eafcer of strikingly brilliant blue cheatnut
greenish blue plumage There ore fifteen
species one of which breeds in the far north and
visits the British Isles on its migrations to and
from its winter Quarters in Africa
Romanesque Architecture prevailed throughout
Europe from the mid 10th to the 13th cent
and implies an art which developed from that of
the Eomans. Notable in Bomanesque style
were the rounded arch and masonry vanltmg
Romanesque led to the graceful and more com
pies Gothic (i v) The Italians never regarded
Gothic highly and Romanesque churches
generally based on the basihcan plan (oblong
with double colonnades and a semi circular apse
at the end) continued to be built there ttntfl the
beginning of the 15th cent Some of the best
examples can he seen at Pisa (llth cent)
Florence (SanMrniato 1013) Lucca (12th cent)
and Milan (the 12th cent San Ambrogio most
famous of all) In Germany Boinanesque
architecture flourished longer than in France or
England the most famous churches are in the
valley of the Ehine at Cologne (completely
destroyed during the second world war) Mainz
and Speyer In France Bomanesque churches
are found in Burgundy Provence and Nor
mandy For English Bomanesque tee Norman
Architecture.
Roman Beads, highways constructed by the
Eomans They were of great durability The
best known British roads were Ermine Street
(London, Lincoln York) Fosse Way ^Lincoln
 through Leicester  Cirencester Bath  Exeter)
Wathng Street (London to Shropshire)
Romanticism, a term for a movement In the art3—
whether in music painting sculpture or htera
ture—which seeks to give expression to the
artist s feelings about his subject/ rather than to
be concerned with form or reality The roman
tic view is that art is nature seen through a tern
periment the realist view 13 that art is a slice
of life In painting Delacroix (1798-1863) is
the romantic artist par excellence with his un
controlled expression of the pa°sions and lovt, of
fhe exotic In literature the Bomantic move
meut reached its finest form m the works of
Goethe Schiller and Heine in the poetrv of
Byron Keats \Vordsworth Shelley and B!aL.e
and in the •writings of Victor Hugo Since
Eomantifism is partly a matter of temperament
in the artist jnst as Classicism is It may he
found at all times and places although whether
or not ifc becomes predominant depends on con
temporary taste Cubism for example with
its attention to form is classical whereas Sur
realism with its -attention to content is romantic
fee also Romantic IWovement J45
Roman Walls were built as frontier birr ere unde-
the Emperors Hadrian (76—138) ai>d Antoninus
Pius (86-161) Hadrian s works linking Wall
send on Tyne with Bowness on Soltvay com
pnsed a twenty foot stoae wall ditches turret
milfieastles fortresses and a double earthen
mound or \allum Impressive rums are still
visible at Chesters and Housesteads. Antoninus
Pius Hadrians "uccesbor made a further ad
vance but the turf wall which he buflt between
Foith and Clyde was soon abandoned Sep
timius Severus (140-211) restored Hadrian 6
wall after the assassination of Commodus and
the subsequent civil wars It was finally
abandoned between 380 and 390
Eood Screen an ornamental partition separata^
the choir from the nave in a church and sup
porting a crucifix or rood
Book a member of the crow family abounding in
most parts of the British Isles and found in
Europe Asia and N Africa It has been mtro
duced into New Zealand Books usually neat
in colonies m tall trees They are highly hi
telhgent birds and heir ways have long been
the subject of much careful study
Rosary a circular chain of beads used by Catholics
when reciting a particular form of sustained
prayer Each bead represents an entire prayer
and tl e combined prayers constitute the Bosary
Hoses Wars of the (1465-85) between tie rival
houses of York and Lancaster for the possession
of the English crown began in the reign of
Henry VI and ended with the death of Bichard
in on Bosworth Field JChe emblem or badge
of the Lancastrians was the red rose and of the
Yorkists the white rose All rivalry between
the Boses ended by the marriage of Henry Vn
the Lancastrian with the Princess Elisabeth
daughter of Edward IV the Yorkist
Rosetta Stone discovered m 1799 by the French at
Bosetta in Egypt and deposited in the British
Museum It Is a piece of black basalt about 3 ft
long and contains a decree of the Egyptian
priests of Ptolemy V Epiphanes (205-181 b o)
m (l) hieroglyphics (2) demotic and (S) Greek
characters It was by means of the three differ
ent inscriptions on the same stone that hiero
glyphlc writing was first able to be deciphered
Rotten Row a corruption of route de rot (king s
drive), the famous riding resort in Hyde Park,
ngo m Notr a well known gambling card game
played on a table divided into two sections and
marked with two black and two red lozenges
Any number of players can take part and the
money is staked on the red or black spaces
The cards are dealt out first to Norr until the
pips aggregate more than 30 then m hire man
ner to the Bouge and the packet coming1 nearest
to 91 wins the stakes
Roulette, a gambling game played on a table
carrying a revolving wheel divided into 87
compartments. Each compartment bears a
number 0 (zero] and 1 to 38 The numbers
are mixed and do not follow any particular
order Of these 3? numbers 18 are black and
18 are red whereas zero is green. The players
stake their money on imy compairtment
colonr or combination of numbers they please.

